
Do You Know What Time It Is?: A Brief Obsessive Guide to Extra Hot Great Game Time
Ep Title Details Winner

1 Unintelligible Grunts

Identify the actor from a montage of audio clips of them grunting, then identify the film and  
scene the clips are taken from.

Only one question.

Tara

2 Guess the Theme Song
Listen to a short clip of a TV theme and identify the show; if both guess wrongly, a longer clip is  
played. (All the shows start with A.)

Tara

3
Guess the Best Picture Winner 
from the Nominees Who Lost

Given the list of losing Best Picture nominees from a year's Academy Awards, name the winner. 
Get it wrong and the opponent can steal.

Joe

4 Kinfolk Disagreement
Family Feud parody. Name the five biggest-grossing films of a decade (5 points for first, 4 for  
second, and so on). Get three 'strikes' and the next player can steal, then the last if they fail; if 
all three strike out, the original player gets any points they earned.

Joe

5 "Score"
Name the song, artist, and 1980s movie a given song appeared in. Questions are open, with one 
point per part; fail to get all three and the opponent can steal any points remaining.

Joe

6 More TV Themes
Listen to a short clip of a TV theme and identify the show; if everyone is stumped, a longer clip 
is played. All the shows start with B.

Tara

7 Hot Potato

Given a category, take turns listing things that fit it. Last player remaining scores a point; finish  
a category and no point is awarded.

Lists:  Simpsons characters  voiced  by  Albert  Brooks,  1980s Oscar  Best  Picture winners,  TV 
doctors, Law and Order series and movies, movies involving black holes or wormholes.

Tara

8
$10,000 Egyptian
Pharaonic Tomb

Pyramid parody. Pick one of  six unknown sets of clues, then identify the category linking a 
series of clues. One guess per clue; get the category before the final clue for a point.

Joe

9 Boobies!

Match Game parody. Fill in the blank in a provided sentence, trying to match the answers given 
by eight pre-"recorded" guests. One point per matched answer.

ALL HAIL BUNTSY.

Tara

10
The Budgetary

Figures are Right

Price  is  Right  parody.  Guess  the  numerical  answer to a  question comparing two monetary 
figures (eg, the difference between yearly salaries for Katie Couric and Ryan Seacrest), writing 
the answer down before revealing it. Closest without going over scores the point.

Joe

11 TV Themes
Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows start with C.

Tara got Charlie's Angels almost immediately. Just, you know, for future reference.
Tara

12 NO GAME TIME – PRE-RECORDED EPISODE

13 NO GAME TIME – SIMPSONS CANON SPECIAL

14 Hollywood High School
Given a fictional high school, name the film or show in which it appears. Two points for getting 
it immediately; one for need a clue (the format of which varies). One guess only; get it wrong  
and the opponent can steal.

Tara

15 The Theme Show Quiz Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows start with D. Tara

16
Hot Potato: Mother
and Child Edition

Given a category, take turns listing things that fit it. Last player remaining scores a point; finish  
a category and no point is awarded. All categories are based on spinoffs, reboots, and the like,  
and are arbitrarily worded as mother/child relationships.

Lists: American versions of British shows with different titles, spinoffs from Happy Days or All 
in the Family,  films based on Saturday Night Live characters,  films based on video games, 
Flavor of Love spinoffs.

Tara

17 Horror Film Origins
Given a horror film and its release year, name the celebrity who appeared in it before they were 
famous. Two points for  a right  answer,  one point if  a clue is needed,  get it  wrong and the 
opponent can steal. Some films have multiple answers and the question applies to all.

Joe

18 TV Themes Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows start with M. Tara



19 Saggy Pairs

Given the names of two lead, regular, or recurring characters from different shows, name both 
actors for one point and the third show they both appeared in for a second. Make a mistake and 
the opponent can steal.

Milestone: First time Dave mispronounced "Tobias Funke".

Tara

20 What's My Ride?

Given a TV or film character, identify the car or other vehicle they use. Some questions call for  
a name, others call for a model or type of vehicle. Get it right for one point; get it wrong and the  
next player(s) can steal.

First appearance of N-n-n-n-n-nineteen, albeit without the music.

Tara

21 Game Time for the Masses
Given small clips of film soundtracks, identify the films. One point per right answer.

No guests this episode; listeners answered on the show's website.
N/A

22 Game Time for the Masses Episode 21's quiz, with Tara and Joe answering each question before the answers are revealed. Tara Joe

23
$10,000 Egyptian
Pharaonic Tomb

Pyramid parody. Pick one of  six unknown sets of clues, then identify the category linking a 
series of clues. One guess per clue; get the category before the final clue for a point, fail and 
your opponent can steal the point.

Tara

24 Colon Exam
Given the subtitle of a film sequel with the franchise omitted, name the franchise. Points are 
awarded based on the film's position in the series (two points for sequels, three for threequels, 
and so on.)

Joe

25 Guess the TV Theme
Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows start with T.

The first episode with winner fanfare.
Joe

26 NO GAME TIME – CANON SPECIAL

27 Canon Fodder
Given the name or make of a TV or film weapon, name the TV or film it appears in. Two points 
for getting it immediately; one if a hint (which varies) is needed.

Tara

28 "U-Turning Japanese"

Given a film title translated to another language and back, and the language it was translated 
from, provide the film's original title.

First use of the current Game Time theme.

Tara

29 Where's My Hang?
Given the name of a television hangout, name the show it appears on. Two points for getting it  
immediately; one if a hint (in the form of a drink consumed at the venue) is needed.

Joe

30 Extra Hot Great Bandstand
Given  the  name  of  a  band,  name  the  TV  show  it  appears  on.  Two  points  for  getting  it 
immediately; one if a hint (in the form of a band member's first name) is needed.

Tara

31 Hot Potato

Given a category, take turns listing things that fit it. Last player remaining scores a point; finish  
a category and no point is awarded.

Lists: Law and Order franchise opening credits cast members, rappers turned actors, wrestlers 
who have acted in films, historical figures in Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure, EGOT winners, 
Weird Al Yankovic studio albums, TV shows cancelled after one episode.

Joe

32 Game Game Time Time
Given the name of  a sports team,  name the film they  appear  in.  Two points  for  getting  it  
immediately; one if a hint (which varies) is needed.

Joe

33 Won't You Be My Neighbour?

Given a TV neighbour, name the family or main character they live next door to. Two points for 
getting it immediately; one if a hint (the town where they live) is needed.

First use of "spreadeagle".

Valued Guest 
(Blankenship)

34 TV Theme Quiz
Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. For the first half (and the tiebreaker), all shows 
start with E; for the second half, all shows start with O.

Tara

35 The Amazing Races
Given the name of an alien race, name the film or TV show it is from. Two points for getting it  
immediately; one point if a hint (which varies) is needed.

Tara

36 Man's Best Friend

Given the name of a TV dog, name the show it is from. Two points for getting it immediately; 
one point if a hint (the first name of the dog's owner) is needed.

The usual bell and buzzer are replaced with dog and cat noises, respectively.

Tara

37 In a World... Given a movie tagline, name the film. One point per right answer. Joe



38 I Am Not a Crackpot
Given an "I am not a crackpot" theory referencing a film, name the film. Two points for getting 
it immediately; one point if a hint (a longer theory) is needed.

Joe

39 Say What?

Given a clip in which a fictional language is shown, name the film or TV show it is from. One 
point per right answer.

No guests this episode; listeners answered on the show's website.

N/A

40 Say What? Episode 39's quiz, with Tara and Joe answering each question before the answers are revealed. Tara

41 Life's a Drag
Given the drag name of a film or TV character, name the film or show. Two points for getting it  
immediately; one if a hint (the character's real name) is needed.

Joe

42 It's Business Time

Given the name of a fictional business, name the TV show it is from. Two points for getting it  
immediately; one if a hint (the type of business) is needed.

Back-up after the original Game Time failed to record; both wins were deemed valid.

Tara (+Joe)

43
Star Wars Spreads Its
Jabba-Eque Bloat All

Over Pop Culture

Given an audio clip containing a Star Wars reference, name the film or TV show the clip is from. 
One point per right answer.

Bonus points for counting the Buffy theme by a band who used a reference as their name.

Joe

44
Hot Potato: Long Running 

Film Franchise Edition

Given a film franchise, take turns listing films in the series. Last player remaining scores a 
point; finish a category and no point is awarded.

Lists: Harry Potter films, James Bond films, Police Academy films, Planet of the Apes films, 
Halloween films, Pink Panther films, Nightmare on Elm Street films, Friday the 13th films, 
Godzilla films made in Japan, Star Trek films.

Joe

45 I'd Buy That For a Dollar
Given the name of a fictional product, name the film or TV show it is from. Two points for 
getting it immediately; one if a hint (where you would consume the item) is needed.

Tara

46 What's My Name?
Given a celebrity's real name, identify their stage name. Two points for getting it immediately;  
one point if a hint (an audio clip of the celebrity) is needed.

Joe

47 TV Themes Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows start with F. Joe

48 I Don't Feel So Good
Given a short description of a sick film character, name the film they are from. One point per  
correct answer.

Joe

49 Off The Map

Given a fictional city, name the film or TV show it is from. Two points for getting it immediately; 
one if a hint (a person who lives there or has visited there) is needed.

Non-Regulation Game Time; hosted by Tara.

Dave

50 Money Haul

Given three items with a common link (eg, films released in the same year), rank them from 
most to least profitable. One point per album correctly placed.

Non-Regulation Game Time; hosted by Joe.

Valued Guest
(Will Leach)

51 Double Up

Given the name of a fictional film or TV show, name the real film or TV show it appears in. One 
point per right answer.

Double-sized Game Time; combines  answers from Episode  42's  lost  Game Time and a  new 
listener submission.

Tara

52 Set Phrases for Fun

Given a film or TV catchphrase, name the character and the film or TV show it is from. One 
point for each part correctly answered.

First game where questions are randomised ahead of time.

Tara

53 Four Word Thinking
Given a four-word quote from the lyrics of a TV theme, name the show in question. One point  
per correct answer.

Tara

54 Spooky Soundtracks
Given an audio clip containing part of a horror film soundtrack, name the film. One point per  
right answer.

Joe

55 Monster Mash
Given an audio clip containing a monster of some sort, name either the monster or the film as 
needed. One point per right answer.

Joe

56 Education Connection
Given the name of an educational professional, name the TV show they are from. Two points for 
guessing it immediately; one point if a hint (their subject or role) is needed.

Tara



57 Video Venn
Given two music videos, name the film or TV show starring people who appeared in both. Two 
points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (a third video with someone from the same 
film or TV show appearing) is needed.

Tara

58 Herk! Splat!
Given the name of a flop film someone was involved in directly after being nominated for or 
winning an Oscar, name the nominated film. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if  
a hint (the nominee) is needed.

Tara

59 Movie Makers
Given  an  audio  clip  for  the  identity  cards  of  a  film  studio  or  related  company,  name the 
company. One point per correct answer.

Tara

60 Elimination Challenge
Given the catchphrase used during the elimination on a reality show, name the show. One point 
per correct answer.

Joe

61 Lost Worlds
Given the name of a fictional place, name the film or TV show it comes from. One point per  
correct answer.

Joe

62 Presently On...
Given an item related to a Christmas-themed film or TV show, name the source. One point per  
correct answer.

Tara

63 Christmas Tags Given a holiday-themed film tagline, name the film. One point per correct answer. Joe

64 Famous Last Words
Given the last words of a TV show's final episode, name the show. Two points for getting it 
immediately; one point if a hint (the setting in which the quote was made) is needed.

Joe

65 The TV Theme Quiz Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows start with L. Tara

66 Hot Potato

Given a category, take turns listing things that fit it. Last player remaining scores a point; finish  
a category and no point is awarded.

Lists: People who sang in We Are the World, actors who played Georgetown graduates in St. 
Elmo's Fire, Comedy Central roast subjects, actors who played greasers in The Outsiders, Oscar 
hosts from 1990 onwards, actors who played members of Billy the Kid's gang in The Young Gun 
films, RuPaul's Drag Race contestants from seasons one to three, Golden Raspberry winners for 
Worst Leading Actor or Worst Leading Actress.

Joe

67 The Movie Centipede

Given stars of films which share a common word in their titles (the last word of one being the  
first word of the next), name the films. There are three stages – two, three, and four films, with 
one point per film correctly identified; need a hint (the first film in the chain) and get all of the  
rest for one point.

Joe

68 Workin' for a Livin'
Given a TV character, name their occupation. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if  
a hint (the show) is needed.

Tara

69 I Wanna Make It With You
Given a TV character, name the character they lost their virginity to. Two points for getting it  
immediately; one point if a hint (the show) is needed.

Joe

70 Sweat the Details Given a sound effect from a TV show, name the show. One point per correct answer. Joe

71
All the Presidents
Depicted by Men

Given the name of a fictional film president and the year the film was released, name the film. 
Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the actor) is needed.

First appearance of PICCI3, the Person-In-Control Choosing Initiative 3000.

Tara

72 'Allo 'Allo, Who's This Then? Given a description of a British actor, name the actor. One point per right answer. Tara

73 What Does This Stand For?
Given an acronym or similar wordplay, give the full form of it and the pop culture entity it is 
from. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (a part of your choice) is needed.

Tara

74 Dine & Dash
Given the name of a restaurant or similar facility, name the film or TV show it is from. One point 
per correct answer.

Tara

75 No Small Parts
Given the name of a character actor, name the worldwide highest-grossing film in which they  
starred. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the film's first-credited actor) 
is needed.

Joe

76 Still Hungry Given a fictional game or sport, name the film or TV show it is from. One point per right answer. Tara

77
I Was Told There

Would Be No Math...
Given a mathematical problem referencing numbers from pop culture, provide the final answer. 
One point per right answer.

Joe

78 O Captain, My Captain
Given the name of a film or TV captain (or equivalent), name the vessel they captain and the 
film or TV show they are from. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the 
actor) is needed.

Joe



79 TV Themes Quiz Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows start with G. Joe

80 Timeline
Given the time period in which a film is set, name the film from a list of its stars. Get it right  
from one star for five points, two stars for four points, and so on.

Joe

81 We Have a Title!
Given a film line containing the film's title (with the title omitted), name the film. Two points 
for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the actor who said the line) is needed.

Tara

82 They Call Me Pun Dog
Given a TV episode title inspired by another work, name the show it is from. Two points for 
getting it immediately; one point if a hint (a plot summary with redactions) is needed.

Tara

83 We, Robots
Given an audio clip of a robot or android, name both the character and the film or TV show it is  
from. Two points for getting both; one point if a hint (a part of choice) is needed.

Tara

84 Intense Thematic Material
Given a film's release year and the reason for its MPAA rating, name the film. Two points for 
getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the director or lead actor) is needed.

Joe

85 Laying Down the Law
Given the name of a fictional law enforcement agent, name the film or TV show they are from 
and the actor who played them. Two points for getting both; one if a hint (the actor) is needed.

Tara

86 Westphall Day Care
Given the first names of TV parents, name their children and the show they are from. One point 
per child and one for the show; the hint is the name of the show.

Tara

87 Pop Culture Centipede
Given stars of a film and a TV show which have a common word in their titles (the last word of 
the first being the first of the next), name both. One point per item correctly guessed.

Tara

88 It's Benson!
Given the name of a character who employs a domestic servant, name the latter. Two points for 
getting it right immediately; one point if a hint (the actor who played the latter) is needed.

Joe

89
Hollywood's a Poet

and Didn't Even Know It
Given the names of actors, name the films they were in that have rhyming titles. One point per 
correct answer; one point total if a hint (a word that also rhymes) is needed.

Joe

90 TV Theme Quiz
Listen to a TV theme and identify the show. All the shows used start with letters not previously 
used in TV theme quizzes – H, I, J, K, N, P, Q, R, S, U, V, W, X, Y, or Z – or with numbers.

Tara

91 Fade to Black
Given the last line or lines of dialogue from a film, name the film. Two points for getting it  
immediately; one point if a hint (the character or characters talking) is needed.

Joe

1 Crossover Couples
Given two characters  from  different  TV shows,  name a  different  show in  which the  actors 
played a couple, and both characters in this couple. One point per correct part.

Joe

2
Who and Where in
the USA am I Now?

Given descriptions of places where three characters played by the same actor have lived, name 
the actor and the state their character in a current TV show lives in. One point per correct part.

Joe

3 In Living Colour
Given the name of an actor, name the TV show they were in that has a colour in its title. Two 
points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the year the show started) is needed.

Tara

4 Hot Potato

Given a category, take turns listing things that fit it. Last player remaining scores a point; finish  
a category and no point is awarded.

Lists:  TV  shows  in  which  Detective  John  Munch  has  appeared,  people  who  have  hosted  
Saturday Night Live at least five times, members of The State sketch comedy troupe, Project 
Runway finalists, shows featured on ABC's original 1989-2000 TGIF Friday lineup, actors who 
have played Sherlock Holmes on TV or in films.

Tara

5 A Boy Named Pseudonym
Given a TV character's pseudonym, name the real character and the show they are from. One 
point per correct answer.

Joe

6 Eyes on the Prize
Given the name of  an award  from TV,  name the show it  is  from. Two points  for  getting it  
immediately; one point if a hint (the first name of the person who won it) is needed.

Tara

6 The IMDB Game
Given an actor, guess their four most-known roles according to IMDB. If a role is a voiceover, 
this is revealed before guessing. After two mistakes, hints are given in forms of the years listed 
for remaining roles, but only one more error is allowed. One point per correct answer.

Sarah

7 Ready For Primetime Players
Given the years an actor appeared as a Saturday Night Live cast member and a character they  
played on another show, name the actor and the latter show. One point per correct part.

Joe

8 Faking the Band
Given an audio clip of a fictional band, name the band and TV show they are from. Two points  
for getting both immediately; one point for getting the show after the band is given as a clue.

Tara

9 Know Your TV Themes

Given a short clip from a TV show theme. Two points for getting it from the short clip; one point  
if a longer clip is needed. (Players are not told themes are in order, with one show per letter.)

First appearance of Tara and Sarah being stumped by the Charlie's Angels theme.

Sarah



10 Fill My Function
Given the name of a character created to replace a departing character on a TV show, name the 
original character and the show they were both on. Two points for getting both immediately; 
one point if a hint (the actor who played the replacement character) is needed.

Tara

11 Extra Hot Great Match Game

Match Game parody. Fill in the blank in a provided sentence, trying to match the answers given 
by seven pre-"recorded" guests. One point per matched answer.

It's fitting that Sarah's first Game Time is reused as Joe's last before becoming a Valued Guest.

Sarah

12 Witness Protection Program

Given a description of a character played by someone who has starred on one of the Law and  
Order franchises, name the show they are on and either the actor who played them or the Law  
and Order character they played. Two points for getting both immediately; one point for getting 
the actor or Law and Order character after the new show is given as a hint.

Tara

13
Character Comedy 

Introductions
Given a sitcom character's first line, name the character. Two points for getting it immediately; 
one point if a hint (the show) is needed.

Tara

14 Game Show Elements
Given an element from a game show, name the show. Four points for getting it immediately; 
one point removed for each hint (up to three additional elements) needed.

Valued Guest 
(Trip Payne)

M46 Winner Winner [Hot Potato]

Given a show, take turns listing players who won it. Last player remaining scores a point; finish  
a category and no point is awarded.

Lists: American Idol, The [Celebrity] Apprentice, Big Brother, The Bachelor, Survivor, RuPaul's  
Drag Race, America's Next Top Model, Project Runway[: All-Stars].

Tara

M47
The Most Electrifying Quiz in 

Sports Entertainment
Given a vague description of an event from a sports-based show, name the show. Two points for  
getting it immediately; one point if a hint (a less vague hint) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Trip Payne)

M48 Partner Up
Given one half of a TV duo, name the other half. Two points for getting it immediately; one point  
if a hint (the show) is needed.

Tara

M49 The First Name Game
Given two actors who played characters with the same first name on different shows, give the 
shared name and then the shows. One point for the name plus one point per show; fail to get  
the name and no points for the shows can be earned.

Tara

15 TV Cross-Pollination
Given  a  description  combining  two shows,  name both  shows.  Two points  for  getting  both 
immediately; one point if a hint (an actor from each show) is needed.

Tara

16 It's Funny Once
Given the name of a recurring comedy segment on a TV show, name the show. Two points for  
getting it immediately; one point if a hint (another segment from the same show) is needed.

Tara

17 The Bridges
Given a performer and a show they were on, name the shows credited to that performer directly 
before and after them on IMDB. One point for each correct show.

Sarah

18
Totally Rad TV

Themes of the 80s
Given an audio clip from the theme of a TV show from the 1980s, name the show. One point per  
correct answer.

Tara

19 Relative Uncertainty
Given a TV character, name the character who has a specific relationship to that character and 
the show they are both from. One point per correct part.

Tara

20 Hot Potato

Given a category, take turns listing things that fit it. Last player remaining scores a point; finish  
a category and no point is awarded.

Lists: Games from Hollywood Game Night, celebrities from Proactiv commercials, primetime 
scripted shows since 1970 that lasted at least ten seasons,  children from Eight is  Enough, 
songs from Smash, hosts of Saturday Night Live's Weekend Update segment, movies spun off 
from Saturday Night Live, pre-merge tribes from Survivor, celebrities who have appeared on 
Who Do You Think You Are?, celebrity guest star love interests from Friends.

Unlike most games, where an extra question with the same format is used as a tiebreaker at the 
end is needed, here the tiebreaker is the number of entries on the Smash list and it is asked at  
the same time as its list with the result not revealed until later.

Tara

21 Famous Last Words
Given the last line a character  said before they died,  name the character.  Three points for 
getting it immediately; two if a hint (the method of death) is needed; one if a second hint (the 
show) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(D. Bunting)

22 Spin Class
Given a character who moved from a show to its spinoff, name both shows. Three points for  
getting both immediately; one for getting the spinoff if a hint (both the parent show and the 
actor who played the character) is given.

Sarah



23 Lost in Translation
Given a literal translation of an American TV show's title from another language, name the 
show. One point per correct answer.

Valued Guest
(Nick R-J)

24 Secret Codeword
In pairs, one half of each pair reads a TV-related word then they take turns giving one-word 
clues to the other halves. No show titles, rhymes, or parts of answers; first player to guess each 
answer scores a point for their team.

Tara & Dave

25 We Are Legion Given the nickname of a TV show's fanbase, name the show. One point per correct answer. Tara

26 The Definite Article
Given three single-word hints referencing a show with "The __" as its title, name the show. One 
point per correct answer.

Tara

27 Bands on the Run
Given the  name of  a TV band,  name the show they appeared on.  Two points  for  getting it 
immediately; one point if a hint (one band member) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Jeff Drake)

28
TV's My Friend Who
Reads Books To Me

Given a sentence from a book and the year a TV show based on the book premiered, name the 
show. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (a second sentence) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(John Ramos)

29
Gordon Lightfoot Presents: 

The World of TV Doogs

Given the name of a TV dog, name the show. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a 
hint (the dog's breed and colour) is needed.

The tiebreaker is a cat.

Tara

30 Name That Sport
Given a piece of TV-related information, name the real or fictional sport referenced. One point  
per correct answer.

Tara

31 One and Done
Given a description of a TV show that lasted only one season and the year it started, name the 
show. Shows are given in chronological order. One point per correct answer.

Tara

32 Call It Goodbye Given the title of a show's final episode, name the show. One point per right answer. Tara

33 Grim Reality
Given a description of a short-lived reality show, along with how many seasons it had and the 
network it was on, name the show. One point per right answer.

Joe

34 Secret Codeword
In pairs, one half of each pair reads a TV-related word then they take turns giving one-word 
clues to the other halves. No show titles, rhymes, or parts of answers; first player to guess each 
answer scores a point for their team.

Valued Guest 
(Nick & Jeff)

35 The Game Game
Given a quote from the rules of a board game based on a TV show and the year the game was  
released,  name the  show.  Questions  are chronological  rather  than random.  Two points  for  
getting it immediately; one point if a hint (a second quote from the rules) is needed.

Sarah

36 Big Screen, Small Screen
Given two actors who played the same character (one on TV, one in film), name the show. Two 
points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the character's name) is needed.

Tara

37
Long-Running TV Show,

Come on Down!
Guess how many episodes a given TV show has aired. Closest without going over for each show 
scores a point.

Tara

38 Back to School
Given the name of a TV school, name the show. Two points for getting it immediately; one point  
if a hint (often a student, sometimes varying) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Monty)

39 Also Known As
Given a TV character's alias, give their real name. Two points for getting it immediately; one 
point if a hint (the show) is needed.

Tara

40
The Most Extreme 90s
TV Theme Song Quiz

Given an audio clip from the theme of a TV show from the 1990s, name the show. One point per  
correct answer.

Tara

41 Ships Ahoy
Given the obnoxious fandom portmanteau for a TV relationship, name the couple and the show 
they are from. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the show) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Jessica)

42 I'm on a Boat
Given the name of a ship or spaceship, name the show it is from. Two points for getting it  
immediately; one point if a hint (the vessel's captain) is needed.

Tara

43 Quirky Falls, USA
Given the years in which a show named after its setting was aired, as well as the network it was 
on  and  the  state  (or  equivalent)  it  was  set  in,  name  the  show.  Two  points  for  getting  it  
immediately; get it wrong and one of the stars is given, with the second guess worth one point.

Tara

44 Vanity Fair
Given the audio  from  a network  or  production company vanity  card,  name the network  or  
company. One point per right answer.

Valued Guest 
& Sarah (tie)

45 Be NBC's Guest
Given an actor and two NBC sitcoms, identify which of the shows (if any) they appeared on. One 
point per right answer.

Tara

46 Monster Mash
Given three costumes speaking characters wore on a Halloween episode of a TV show, name the 
show. One point per right answer.

Tara



47 The Game Game, 2nd Edition
Given a quote from the rules of a board game based on a TV show and the year the game was  
released,  name the  show.  Questions  are chronological  rather  than random.  Two points  for  
getting it immediately; one point if a hint (a second quote from the rules) is needed.

Tara

48 NO GAME TIME – TV COP SPECIAL

49 NO GAME TIME – PROGRAM PAROLE BOARD SPECIAL

50 NO GAME TIME – A&E AFTERNOON CANON SPECIAL

51 NO GAME TIME – NONAC SPECIAL

52 NO GAME TIME – "DAVE'S BACK IS FUCKED" EPISODE

53 Who in the What Now?
Given a clue with references to two characters played by the same actor (one from the last 
year), name the actor and both shows. Two points (one for the actor, one for both shows) for 
getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the older character's name) is needed.

Tara

54 Broadcast to Kill
Given the nickname or alias of a TV killer, name the show. Two points for getting it immediately; 
one point if a hint (their real name) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Joe!)

55
The Super Funky 1970s

TV Theme Song Quiz

Part 1: Given an audio clip from the theme of a TV show from the 1970s, name the show. One 
point per correct answer. Part 2: Given a one-second audio clip from a 1970s theme, name the 
show. Two points for getting it; get it wrong and the full theme is played for one point.

CHARLIE'S ANGELS.

Sarah & Tara 
(tie)

56 Meet Cute

Given a description of how two romantically-linked TV characters met, name the show. Two 
points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (one of the actors involved) is needed.

Replacement for a failed Game Time.

Valued Guest 
(Nick R-J)

57 Eary Similarities

Part 1: On your turn, pick one of two pun titles (with the unchosen offered to the next player)  
and answer eight themed questions on audio clips. One point per correct answer; three turns 
per player. Part 2: Pick a pun title from a list (last place gets first pick) and answer eight two-
part questions based on audio clips. One point per correct answer.

Tara

58 Ripped from the Headlines

Part 1: Given the plot of a made-for-TV movie based on a true crime, name the movie and its  
lead actor. Two points for getting both; one point if a hint (one half of choice) was needed. Part  
2: Given details of an episode from the Law and Order franchise, identify the true crime it is  
based on. One point per correct answer.

Valued Guest 
(Eve Batey)

59 Partners and Other Strangers
Given the name of a TV cop or detective's less well-known sidekick, name either their partner or 
the show they are on. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the actor who 
played the lesser character) is needed.

Sarah

60 Mountain Climber

Asked a question with a numerical answer, make a guess. The difference is then converted into 
points, with ten points off for a correct answer; lowest scorer after four rounds wins.

Rounds: Episodes a recurring guest star appeared on a show, times a show was nominated for  
an Emmy in a set category, number of actors in a show's opening credits, episodes a show aired 
before a particular moment happened.

Valued Guest 
(Blankenship)

61 First Name Basis
Given the working title of a TV series, name the show. Three points for getting it immediately; 
get it wrong and the year it started is revealed for two points; get it wrong again and get the  
genre for one point.

Sarah

62 Women and Children First
Given the names of a male character's wife and children (or equivalent), name the man and the 
show. One point per correct part.

Tara

63
The Cyber Awesome 

Millennial TV Theme Quiz

Part 1: Given an audio clip from the theme of a TV show from 2000 onwards, name the show. 
One point per correct answer. Part 2: Given a one-second audio clip of a theme from 2000 on,  
name the show. Two points for getting it; get it wrong and the full theme is played for one point.

Tara

64 Third Bananas

Given the actor credited third on an action show from either the 1980s or from 2010 onwards, 
name the show. Three points for getting it immediately, with a bonus point for then naming the 
first and second credits; two points if a hint (the second credit) is needed; one point if another  
hint (the decade) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Jeff)

65 Purple Monkey Dishwasher
Given a description of a TV show translated through various languages and back into English,  
name the show. Two points for each correct answer; get it wrong and the lowest scorer can 
steal for one point.

Sarah



66 Eary Similarities II

Part 1: On your turn, pick one of two pun titles (with the unchosen offered to the next player)  
and answer eight themed questions on audio clips. One point per correct answer; three turns 
per player. Part 2: Pick a pun title from a list (last place gets first pick) and answer eight two-
part questions based on audio clips. One point per correct answer.

Tara

67 The Invisible Man
Given the name of a TV character either not seen at all or only seen towards the end of the run,  
name the show. Two points for getting it  immediately;  one point  if  a hint (the relationship 
between them and a main character) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Jeff)

68 The Name Game

Given a clue referencing two TV characters with the same name, give the name and the shows 
they are both from. One point per correct part.

Listener Game Time.

Valued Guest 
(Shannon)

69 Title Carded Given a visual description of a TV show's title card, name the show. One point per right answer. Sarah

70 Bleep Bloop Given an audio clip of an iconic TV sound effect, name the show. One point per right answer. Sarah

71 These Are the Daves I Know
Given a clue referencing a Dave or David, name them. One point and one bonus Dave Point per 
correct answer.

Tara

72 Be Our Guests

Told how many guest actors on a show were nominated for Emmys and given one or two actors'  
names, name the show. Scoring depends on the number of nominees – if under three, two for 
getting it immediately and one if a hint (either actor's character) is needed; otherwise, three for 
getting it immediately, two if one hint (the remaining actors) and one if two hints (any of the 
actor's characters) is needed.

Tara

73 Bring Out Your Dead
Given a description of how a TV character died, name the character and show. Get both for two  
points; one point if a hint (either half) is needed.

Tara

74 EMDB
Given the first name of a character an actor played on one show and the surname of a character 
they played on another show, name the actor. Two points for getting it immediately; one point if  
a hint (the show the first character was in) is needed.

Valued Guest 
(Joe!)

75 Call a Rose
Given the name, nickname, or alias of a TV character, name the actor and show. One point per 
correct part (with the character also asked for in the alias round); any required part can be  
given as a hint if needed.

Valued Guest 
(Jeff Drake)

76 Wrapping it Up
Given the title of a show's final episode, name the show. Two points for getting it immediately; 
one point if a hint (the year the episode aired) is needed.

Tara

77 I Am Not a Crackpot

Nine mini-quizzes themed on Grampa Simpson's "I Am Not a Crackpot" rant (mad TV scientists 
from character descriptions, shows TV psychiatrists appeared on, TV conspiracy theorists from 
theories, assorted questions about drugs, TV shows with Presidents from the character and 
actor, states TV shows named after towns are set in, three items that join a given item in a four-
item group, Grampa Simpson trivia, smashed stuff on TV). One point per right answer.

Tara

78 Do You Wanna Play a Game?
Given a clue referencing a film character and a TV character played by the same actor, name 
the actor, film, and show. Five points for getting all three immediately or one point for each 
partial correct answer; two points if a hint (any part of your choice) is needed to get the others.

Valued Guest 
(Eve Batey)

79 Opposites
Given two actors from shows with titles that are opposites (eg, White Collar and The Blacklist). 
Two points for getting it immediately; one point if a hint (the show related to one actor of your  
choice) is needed.

Sarah

80 Blank Stuffed Hot Potato

Given a partial TV title (eg, "Last ___"), take turns listing shows or miniseries that fit it. Last  
player remaining scores a point; finish a category and no point is awarded.

Lists: True ___, Mr. ___, House ___, ___ House, ___ Love, Family ___, Mad ___, Star ___, Top 
___, All ___, ___ Night.

Tara

81 You're the Worst
Given a bad review an Emmy- or Golden Globe-winning show received on IMDB, name the show. 
One point per correct answer.

Sarah
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